Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) with a spatial-multiplexing (SM) scheme is a topic of high interest for the next generation of wireless communications systems. At the receiver, neighborhood studies (NS) and lattice reduction (LR)-aided techniques are common solutions in the literature to approach the optimal and computationally complex maximum likelihood (ML) detection. However, the NS and LR solutions might not offer optimal performance for large dimensional systems, such as large number of antennas, and high-order constellations when they are considered separately. In this paper, we propose a novel equivalent metric dealing with the association of these solutions by introducing a reduced domain neighborhood study. We show that the proposed metric presents a relevant complexity reduction while maintaining near-ML performance. Moreover, the corresponding computational complexity is shown to be independent of the constellation size, but it is quadratic in the number of transmit antennas. For instance, for a 4 × 4 MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation on each layer, the proposed solution is simultaneously near-ML with perfect and real channel estimation and ten times less complex than the classical neighborhood-based K-best solution.
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology has taken a lot of attention in the last decade since it can improve link reliability without sacrificing bandwidth efficiency or, contrariwise, it can improve the bandwidth efficiency without losing link reliability [1] . Recently, the concept of large MIMO systems, i.e., high number of antennas, has also gained research interests, and it is well seen as a part of next-generation wireless communication systems [2, 3] .
However, the main drawback of MIMO technology is the increased complexity at the receiver side when a non-orthogonal (NO) MIMO scheme with a large number of antennas and/or large constellation size is implemented [4, 5] . For the detection process, although the performance of the maximum likelihood (ML) detector is optimal, its computational complexity increases exponentially with the number of transmit antennas and with the constellation size. In literature, different MIMO detection techniques have been proposed. The linear-like detection (LD) [6] and decision-feedback detection (DFD) [7] are the baseline detection algorithms. Here, we distinguish the conventional linear MIMO detection techniques zero forcing (ZF) [8] and minimum mean square error (MMSE) [8] . Although linear detection approaches are attractive in terms of their computational complexity, they might lead to a non-negligible degradation in terms of performance [9] .
Some non-linear detectors have been also introduced. The sphere decoder (SD), one of the most famous MIMO detectors, is based on a tree search and is very popular due to its quasi-optimal performance [10] . However, this performance is reached at the detriment of an additional implementation complexity. Indeed, the SD achieves quasi-ML performance while its average complexity is shown to be polynomial (roughly cubic) in constellation size and in the number of transmit antennas over a certain range of signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) while the worst case complexity is still exponential [11] . From a hardware implementation point of view, the SD algorithm presents two main drawbacks. Firstly, its complexity coefficients can become large when the problem dimension is high, i.e., at the high spectral efficiency, high number of antennas, and high number of users in multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) context. Secondly, the variance of its computation time can be also large leading to undesirable highly variable decoding delays. Despite classical optimizations such as the SchnorrEuchner (SE) enumeration [12] , the SD originally presented in [11] offers by nature a sequential tree search phase, which is an additional drawback for implementation. In order to deal with these two aspects, the authors in [13] have proposed a sub-optimal solution denoted as the K-best [13, 14] , where K is the number of stored neighbors given a layer. However, even with a fixed computational complexity and a parallel nature of implementation, some optimizations are required especially for high-order constellation and large number of antennas (due to the large K required in this case) [15] [16] [17] [18] . Aiming at reducing the neighborhood size (namely K, over all layers), different solutions are proposed. For instance, the sorted QR decomposition (SQRD)-based dynamic K-best which leads to the famous SQRD-based fixed throughput SD (FTSD) is proposed in [16] . Even with these efforts, the neighborhood size still induces a computationally expensive solution for achieving quasi-ML performance. An alternative trend has been firstly presented in the literature by Wuebben et al. in [19] . It consists in adding a pre-processing step, namely the lattice reduction (LR), aiming at applying a classical detection through a betterconditioned channel matrix [19] [20] [21] . This solution has been shown to offer the full reception diversity at the expense of a SNR offset in the system performance. This offset increases with large dimensional transmit antenna systems and high-order modulations.
Recently, a promising-although complex-association of the K-best and LR solutions has been considered. It provides a convenient performance-complexity tradeoff. The general idea consists in reducing the SNR offset through a neighborhood study which yields a near-ML performance for a reasonable K. The concept has been introduced first by the authors of [22] . Later on, their basic solution has been improved by proposing to model the sphere constraint in a reduced domain or by introducing efficient symbols' enumeration algorithm [23] . However, a major aspect of this combination has not been considered yet. In particular, any SD, including the K-best, may be advantageously applied by considering a betterconditioned channel matrix through the introduction of a Reduced Domain Neighborhood (RDN) study and a judicious search center. In [5] , an improved LR technique dealing with the RDN has been proposed in the context of large MIMO systems. It is based on the decomposition of the spanned space of the channel matrix into small subspaces in order to improve orthogonality of the quantization. In [24] , the search center is found through an ant colony optimization and initial search through the output of the MMSE detector.
In this paper, we adopt the K-best solution with fixed complexity as the basic solution of the SD. We propose to reduce the neighborhood size through an efficient preprocessing step which allows the SD process to apply a neighborhood study in a modified constellation domain. Then, using the modified domain, we propose a modified novel ML equation with an efficient search center. We show that the proposed metric presents a large complexity reduction while maintaining near-ML performance. Moreover, the corresponding complexity is shown to be independent of the constellation size and polynomial in the number of transmit antennas. In particular, for a 4 × 4 MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation on each layer, the proposed association presents near-ML performance while it is ten times less complex than the classical K-best solution. We note that because the complexity is fixed with such a detector, the exposed optimizations guarantee a performance gain for a given neighborhood size or a reduction of the neighborhood size for a given bit error rate (BER) target. The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: 1 A promising association of the K-best and LR solutions is proposed. Modification of the SD neighborhood study by applying a pre-processing step. This is accompanied with a new and efficient search center and MMSE detector. The equivalent expression of the lattice reduction-aided (LRA)-MMSE-centered SD, which corresponds to an efficient LRA-MMSE-successive interference canceller (SIC) Babai point, is proposed to improve the performance or reduce the complexity of the detector. The (S)QRD is introduced in formulas. It provides-to the best of the authors' knowledge-the best known pseudo-linear hard detector as a Babai point, for large number of antennas as well as for high-order modulations. The proposed expression is robust by nature to any search center and constellation order and offers close-to-optimal performance with medium K values. This applies for both perfect and real channel estimation. The proposed solution offers a computational complexity that is independent of the constellation order. Therefore, it outperforms classical SD techniques for a reasonable complexity in the case of high-order constellations. We show for example that a number of neighbors K = 2 is sufficient for a 4 × 4 MIMO system with 16-QAM modulation on each layer, and it is less than 0.5 dB for a 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 MIMO system from the ML solution. The proposed solution offers a computational complexity that is quasi-constant for large number of antennas, showing the evidence of its importance. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the problem statement of the SD. In Section 3, the different existing solutions are described and analyzed. In Section 4, we propose our generalized solution based on LR with the use of an efficient search center and reduced domain neighborhood. In Section 5, the performance of the presented detectors are provided, compared, and discussed. In Section 6, we consider the computational complexity of the proposed solution in comparison with some reference detection techniques. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
2 Problem statement
Sphere decoder detector
Let us introduce a n R × n T MIMO system model with n T transmit and n R receive antennas. Then, the received symbols vector could be written as
where H represents the (n R , n T ) complex channel matrix assumed to be perfectly known at the receiver, x is the transmit symbol vector of dimensions (n T , 1) where each entry is independently withdrawn from a constellation set ξ, and n is the additive white Gaussian noise of dimensions (n R , 1) and of variance σ 2 /2 per dimension. The basic idea of the SD, to reach the optimal estimatê x ML (given by the ML detector) while avoiding an exhaustive search, is to observe the lattice points that lie inside a sphere of radius d.
The SD solution starts from the ML equationx ML ¼ argmin x∈ξ n T ∥y−Hx∥ 2 and readŝ
where H = QR, with the classical QRD definitions. The classical SD formula in (2) is centered on the received signal y. From now on, this detection will be denoted as the naïve SD. In the case of a depth-first search algorithm [13] , the first solution given by this algorithm is defined as the Babai point [25, 26] . In order to write it, the classical SD expression may be re-arranged, leading then to an exact formulation through an efficient partial Euclidean distance (PED) expression and early pruned nodes [27] .
In the literature, the SD principle leads to numerous implementation problems. In particular, it is a nondeterministic polynomial-time (NP-hard) problem [28] . This aspect has been partially solved through the introduction of an efficient solution that lies in a fixed neighborhood size algorithm (FNSA), commonly known as the K-best solution. However, this solution makes the detector sub-optimal since it leads to a performance loss compared to the ML detector. It is particularly true in the case of an inappropriate choice of K according to the MIMO channel condition number and in the case of an inappropriate choice of d in (2) . Indeed, an inappropriate choice of d could lead to a ML solution excluded from the search tree. On the other hand, although a neighborhood study remains the one and only one solution that achieves near-ML performance, it may lead to the use of a large-size neighborhood scan which would correspond to a dramatic increase of the computational complexity. This complexity's increase will be prohibitive for high-order modulations.
Lattice reduction
Through the aforementioned considerations and by using the lattice definition in [26] , the system model given in (1) rewrites
whereH ¼ HT and z = T − 1 x. The n T × n T complex matrix T (with |det{T}| = 1) is unimodular, i.e., its entries belong to the set of complex integers which reads ℤ ℂ = ℤ + jℤ, with j 2 = 1. The key idea of any LR-aided (LRA) detection scheme is to understand that the finite set of transmitted symbols ξ n T can be interpreted as a de-normalized, shifted then scaled version of the infinite set of complex integers subset ⊂ℤ n T ℂ according to the relations offered in [29] .
To this end, various reduction algorithms have been proposed [19, [30] [31] [32] . In the following, we focus on the well-known Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) algorithm due to considerations presented in [30, 33] . The lattice aided (LA) is a local approach [34] that transforms the channel matrix into an LLL-reduced basis that satisfies both of the orthogonality and norm reduction conditions [31] . While it has been shown in [33] that the QRD outputs of the channel matrix is a possible starting point for the LLL, it has been subsequently introduced that the SQRD provides a better starting point [34] . In particular, it leads to a significant reduction of its computational complexity [35] . That is, the detection process in (3) is performed on z instead of x through the better-conditioned matrixH. Wuebben et al. [19] proposed a full description of some reference solutions, namely the LRA-ZF and LRA-ZF-SIC without noise power consideration and the LRA-MMSE, LRA-MMSE extended, and LRA-MMSE-SIC. LRA detectors constitute efficient detectors in the sense of the high quality of their hard outputs. Indeed, they offer a low overall computational complexity while the ML diversity is reached within a constant offset. However, some important drawbacks exist. In particular, the aforementioned SNR offset is important in the case of highorder modulations and of large number of antennas.
This issue is expected to be bypassed through an additional neighborhood study.
Lattice reduction-aided sphere decoder
Contrary to the LRA-(O)SIC receivers, the application of the LR preprocessing step followed by any SD detector is not straightforward. The main problem lies in the consideration of the possibly transmit symbol vector in the reduced constellation since, unfortunately, the set of all possible transmit symbols vectors cannot be predetermined. The reason for that is because the solution does not only depend on the employed constellation but also on the T −1 matrix of (3). Hence, the number of children in the search tree and their values are not known in advance. A brute-force solution is then to determine the set of all possible transmit vectors in the reduced constellation, starting from the set of all possible transmit vectors in the original constellation and by switching to the reduced domain, thanks to the T −1 matrix.
3 Detection process in the original domain neighborhood
Zero forcing-centered sphere decoder with original domain neighborhood study detection process
In order to deal with the detection process, we firstly introduce the sphere center x C search algorithm. It concerns any signal of the form ∥x C − x∥ 2 ≤ d 2 where x is a possible signal.
Based on this search algorithm, different possible sphere centers could be introduced. Using a ZF detector, the received symbols given in (2) are then estimated througĥ
where e ZF = x ZF − x and x ZF = (H H H) (4) clearly shows that the naïve SD is unconstrained ZF-centered. It implicitly corresponds to a ZF-SIC solution with an Original Domain Neighborhood (ODN) study at each layer where each layer is defined as the number of spatial multiplexed data streams. It can be noticed that, in the case of a large ODN study, the ML performance is achieved since the computed metrics are exactly the ML metrics. However, this occurs at the detriment of a large neighborhood study and subsequently a large computational complexity.
3.2 Minimum mean square error-centered sphere decoder with original domain neighborhood study detection process: equivalent formula
In this section, we introduce the minimum mean square error successive interference cancellation (MMSE-SIC), a closer-to-ML Babai point than the ZF-SIC. For the sake of clearness with definitions, we firstly give a general definition of the equivalence between two ML metrics.
Definition Two ML equations are equivalent if the lattice point argument outputs of the minimum distance are the same, even in the case of different metrics. Two ML equations are equivalent iff:
where c is a constant. Using (5), Cui et al. [36] proposed a general equivalent minimization problem given bŷ
where the signals x have to be of constant modulus, i.e., x H x is a constant. This assumption is respected in the case of quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) modulations, but it is not directly applicable to 16-QAM and 64-QAM modulations. However, this assumption is not limiting in practice since a QAM constellation can be considered as a linear sum of QPSK points [36] . In Appendix 1, we discuss the constant modulus constraint on the signal x.
The authors of [37] proposed to apply this solution to the FNSA detection technique of the unconstrained MMSE center, leading to a MMSE-SIC procedure with an ODN study at each layer [37] . In this case, the equivalent ML equation readŝ
Through the use of the Cholesky factorization (CF) of
, the ML expression equivalently rewrites, using the proof in Appendix 2, aŝ
where U is upper triangular with real diagonal elements andx is any (ZF or MMSE) unconstrained linear estimate.
Proposed detection process in the reduced domain neighborhood
Due to the implementation drawbacks, the optimal SD has been proposed to be replaced by a sub-optimal FNSA. Hassibi et al. have discussed and shown in [11] that the detector performance is impacted by the noise power and the channel condition number. Hence, the presence of a well-conditioned channel could highly reduce the neighborhood. This means that realizing a LR step followed by a neighborhood study is a very interesting solution in a good-conditioned channel matrix. Accordingly, our proposed combined solution will be detailed in the next subsections.
Preprocessing
All existing solutions rely on the utilization of the efficient CF pre-processing step. However, these solutions are only functional in the case of a factorized formulation form. Although it is the case in our context, most of the advanced studies have been provided with the applicable QRD. In particular, the advantageous SIC performance optimizations such as ordering according to the corresponding decreasing SNR (from n T to 1) in the ZF-SQRD case and SINR in the MMSE-SQRD case have been proposed in [33] . Moreover, a complexity reduction of the LLL-based LR algorithm has been proposed by the same authors in [33] . In our work, we propose to modify the classical detectors by introducing the QRD instead of the CF, and subsequently of the SQRD, in the (LRA-)MMSE-(O)SIC cases. The MMSE criterion is introduced through the consideration of an extended system model [27] , by introducing the (n R + n T ) -by -n T matrix H ext and the (n R + n T ) vector y ext such as
In this way, the pre-processing step is similar to the ZF-SQRD and the detection procedure equals that of LRA-ZF-SIC. The SQRD interest lies in the ordering of the detection symbols as a function of their S(I)NR, and consequently, it limits the error propagation in SIC procedures. Indeed, it has been shown by Wübben et al. [19] that the optimum order offers a performance improvement even if the ML diversity is not reached. On the other hand, it was shown that once the ML diversity is achieved through a LRA technique, the performance may be significantly improved with this solution [19] . Thus, The LRA-MMSE-OSIC corresponds, to the best of the authors' knowledge, to the best pseudo-linear detector proposed in the literature, in particular in the case of 4 × 4 MIMO systems with QPSK modulations on each layer [19] . For higher order constellations or larger number of antennas, it may be shown that our proposed solution offers convenient hard-decision performance with a highly reduced complexity. In order to deal with these statements, we introduce the reduced domain neighborhood by using the following notations: 
The classical LRA-FNSA is implicitly unconstrained LRA-ZF-centered, which leads to a LRA-ZF-SIC procedure with a RDN study at each layer. The exact formula has not been clearly provided but is implicitly used by any LRA-FNSA [21] and may even be considered as an incremental extension of (4):
whereR is the LLL-based LR algorithm output, e LRA -ZF = z LRA -ZF − z, and ℤ n T ℂ is the n T -dimensional infinite set of complex integers. 
To the best of the author's knowledge, no convincing formula has been proposed until now. Even if Jalden et al. [38] proposed a LRA-MMSE-centered solution, the introduced metrics are not equivalent to the ML expression. The solution of [38] is given bŷ
The corresponding detector is a sub-optimal solution that consists in a RDN study around the unconstrained LRA-MMSE solution, obtained through QR decomposition. This solution's output is the constrained LRA-MMSE detection plus a list of solutions in the neighborhood. The latter is generated according to a non-equivalent metric, which would be subsequently reordered according to the exact ML metric. However, the list is not generated according to the correct distance minimization criterion and would not lead to a near-ML solution. Consequently, the proposed detector does not offer an acceptable uncoded BER performance in the sense that it would not lead to a near-ML solution. In particular, the ML performance is not reached in the case of a large neighborhood study.
An efficient solution is derived from (11) and consists in an unconstrained LRA-MMSE center which leads to a LRA-MMSE-SIC procedure with a RDN study at each layer. The equivalent ML equation readŝ
H ¼Ũ HŨ in the ZF case) and by noting that Ũ is upper triangular with real diagonal elements andz is any LRA (ZF or MMSE) unconstrained linear estimate. The proof of this detector formula is given in Appendix 3.
The formula introduced in (12) offers an equivalent metric to the MMSE one introduced in (11) , which has been shown to be near-ML performance. The difference, and in particular the interest in the LRA case in (12) , relies on the neighborhood study nature. In the case of a RDN study, the equivalent channel matrixH is considered and is remembered to be only roughly, and not exactly, orthogonal. Consequently, the detection, layer by layer, of the symbol vector x does not exactly correspond to its joint detection since the mutual influence of the transformed z signal is still present. This discussion not only exhibits the interest of SD-like techniques to still improve such a detector performance but also puts a big challenge to achieve the ML performance.
The general principle of RDN LRA-MMSE-OSICcentered solution key points is depicted as a block diagram in Fig. 1 . The detailed block diagram description of the proposed solution is addressed in Fig. 2 . 
In Fig. 2 , the mapping of any estimate (or list of estimates) from the reduced domain ẑ to the original domainx˜is processed through the T matrix multiplication (see Equation (3)). The additional quantification step aims at removing duplicate symbol vector outputs in the case of a list of solutions.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider any LRA-SIC procedure with no neighborhood study. The search center is updated at each layer as follows. By considering the k-th layer and with the knowledge of theẑ kþ1:n T estimates at previous layers, the ẑ k unconstrained Babai point can be provided. Then, it has to be de-normalized and shifted to make it belong to ℤ n T ℂ . After quantization, and de-shifting and normalization, the ẑ k estimate at the k-th layer is obtained such as the next (k − 1)-th layer can be considered, until the whole symbol vector is detected. As previously introduced, the neighborhood generation is a problematic step due to the infiniteness and non-regular natures of the constellations in the reduced domain. This point is transparent with classical detectors such as LD and DFD, thanks to the straightforward quantification step in the reduced domain [39] .
However, the issue of infinite lattices, addressed through a sphere constraint, appears when working with the classical considerations. It presents a performance loss or a NP-hard complexity solution. Hence, our proposed solution relies on a SE enumeration. Starting from the LRA-SIC principle, a neighborhood is considered at each layer and leads to the RDN LRA-SIC FNSA principle. In particular and due to the implementation constraints, the RDN generation is processed for bounded number of N possibilities and in a SE fashion, namely with ordered PEDs according to an increasing distance from z k at each layer as follows:
The SE strategy aims at finding the correct decision early, leading to a safe early termination criterion, which is not considered here for the sake of readability in performance comparison. Also, all the corresponding PEDs are computed and then ordered. The K-best solutions, namely with the lowest PED, in the reduced domain are stored (C ẑ ) similarly to their corresponding cumulative Euclidean distances (CED) (D tot ). The whole procedure is depicted in Fig. 2 .
By adding the pre-processing steps, i.e., the SQRDbased then LLL-based LR blocks, and the computation of a close-to-ML unconstrained estimate (although linear) such as LRA-MMSE extended, a complete description of the detection may be obtained. Figure 3 shows the detailed block diagram of the complete proposed solution. The SQRD block offers an efficient layer re-ordering [19] that lies on the noise power. The latter is taken into account in the rest of the detector through the T matrix.
As a final step of the detector and in the case of a RDN-based SD, the list of possible symbols output has to be re-ordered according to the ML metrics in the original domain and duplicate solutions are removed. It is due to the presence of noise that makes some candidates to be mapped on non-legitimate constellation points in the reduced constellation, leading to nonacceptable points in the original constellation. The symbol vector associated to the minimal metric becomes the hard decision output of the detector and offers a near-ML solution. The proposed algorithm is described in detail in Appendix 4. The reader may refer to this appendix for more details.
System performance
In this section, we present and compare the system performance of the different techniques previously presented, and we compare them with our proposed solution. For clearness target, we summarize the detection metrics for each solution in Table 1 .
We should note that the RDN LRA-MMSE-OSIC FNSA, to which this paper relates, is particularly efficient in the case of rank-deficient MIMO systems, i.e., spatially correlated antenna systems, for high-order modulation which are considered points of the LTE-A norm and for large number of antennas as in the future generation of cellular systems (beyond 4G networks). Moreover, since the equivalent channel matrix in the LRA case is only roughly orthogonal, the mutual influence of the transformed z is small but still present. Hence, a neighborhood study in the original constellation domain improves the performance compared to a SIC. However, contrarily to classical solutions that are not LRA, the necessary size for achieving the optimal performance is smaller. Figure 4 depicts the BER for the aforementioned techniques. Some notable points have to be highlighted from this figure. Contrary to the RDN LRA-ZF/MMSE-(O)SIC FNSA, the ODN ZF/MMSE-SIC FNSA does not reach the ML diversity for a reasonable neighborhood size, even if there is a decrease of the SNR offset in the MMSE-SIC case. However, a BER offset can be observed in the low SNR range, due to error propagation. Consequently, there exists a switching point from low to high SNR between LRA detectors and others. This aspect is removed through the use of better techniques. In particular, the SQRD in the RDN LRA-MMSE-OSIC FNSA presented in this work offers ML diversity, and the BER offset in low SNR has been highly reduced compared to the RDN LRA-MMSE-SIC FNSA and is now close-to-ML.
It may also be noticed in Fig. 4 that the RDN LRA-ZF-SIC-centered FNSA does not reach the ML performance, contrarily to other techniques. It is due to the chosen neighborhood size in the reduced constellation value (N = 5) that is not sufficient for this detector but that is sufficient for the proposed LRA-MMSE-(O)SIC Babai points. With a larger N value, the RDN LRA-ZF-SIC-centered FNSA achieves the ML performance, similarly to other presented detectors.
Similarly to Fig. 4 , some notable points have to be highlighted from Fig. 5 . There still exists a switching point from low to high SNR regime between LRA detectors and others. This aspect is removed through the use of better techniques. In particular, the SQRD in the RDN LRA-MMSE-OSIC FNSA offers ML diversity and the BER offset in low SNR has been importantly reduced compared to the RDN LRA-MMSE-SIC FNSA, leading now to a close-to-ML solution. We can observe from both Figs. 4 and 5 that even though when ZF-SIC and equivalent MMSE-SIC are not LRA, they achieve the ML performance at the detriment of a very large neighborhood study size; it is of the order of the number of symbols contained in the employed constellation. By comparing the impact on LRA detector performance of QPSK and 16-QAM modulations, two fundamental points must be discussed. Firstly, there implicitly exists a constraint from the QPSK constellation construction that eliminates nearby lattice points that do not belong to ξ n T , due to the quantization operation Q ξ
This aspect annihilates a large part of the LR-aid benefit and cannot be corrected despite the increase of the neighborhood study size since many lattice points considered in the RDN would be associated with the same constellation point after quantization in the original constellation. In the case of larger constellation orders, the LRA solution is more effective, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Secondly, we recall that the constant modulus constellation assumption has, in theory, to be fulfilled. It was not the case in Fig. 5 with 16 -QAM modulation on each layer. However, it could be assumed that this constraint would be almost respected in mean value as shown in Appendix 1 (Fig. 12) . In Fig. 6 , the performance of R(O)DN (LRA)-MMSE-(O)SIC FNSA detectors with or without respect of this assumption are depicted, but only for a neighborhood scan of 1 and 2 neighbors for the sake of consistency between QPSK and 16-QAM performance.
As depicted in Fig. 6 and with 16-QAM modulation, the performance is impacted by the fact that the strict equivalence assumption is not true, i.e., the term x H x (or z H z) is not exactly constant but only constant in average. As shown in this figure, this assumption is not constraining in terms of performance loss. Moreover, it is insignificant compared to the advantage of the LRA in high-order constellation, which would be annihilated by the use of QPSK constellation.
The proposed solution is particularly efficient for a large number of antennas and for high-order constellations. It was not the case of the LRA-MMSE-OSIC that has been shown worse BER performance in 4 × 4 MIMO systems with a 16-QAM modulation on each layer, compared to the ML detection [40] , while it was the case for 4 × 4 MIMO systems with QPSK modulation on each layer [41] . For the sake of completeness of this work, Fig. 7 shows the same results with 64-QAM modulation as those given in Fig. 5 . Again this figure shows the outperformance of the proposed detection algorithm with high-order constellation. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the proposed RDN LRA-MMSE-OSIC-centered FNSA and the ML detection for high number of antennas, such that n R = n T = N = 64 and N = 128 and, K = 2. First, there is no doubt that increasing the number of antennas increases the performance gain. Secondly, the proposed solution shows a comparable performance with respect to the ML decoder. At a BER = 10
, the SNR loss is less than 0.4 dB for 16-QAM and less than 0.5 dB for 64-QAM while the complexity of the proposed RDN LRA-MMSE-OSICcentered FNSA solution is by far much lower than the ML decoder. This will be discussed in the next section. Finally, even though it is not the target of the paper, we have drawn the simulation results of the proposed solution with real channel estimation. Figure 9 shows the simulation results when the channel estimation error variance Δ is equal to 0.001 and 0.005, assuming that the channel coefficients power is normalized by the number of antennas. This figure shows that the proposed LRA-MMSE solution still presents quasi-ML detection even with real channel estimation.
Complexity evaluation
Based on the assumptions presented in Table 1 , the computational complexities introduced in Table 2 can be demonstrated. The RDN study is processed in an infinite lattice which would not lead to boundary control; however, a finite set of displacements has been generated in a SE fashion in simulations. Its size has been fixed to an arbitrary value (N = 5)-decided through simulations. Although an SE technique is used, the proposed solution does not consider any complexity reduction like early termination.
As shown in Table 3 , the computational complexities of RDN LRA-ZF/MMSE-(O)SIC FNSA detectors do not depend on the constellation order log 2 {M}. It may be checked in the numerical applications in Table 4 , and it is the key point of the paper advantage over classical techniques for high-order modulations such as 16(64)-QAM. The SNR loss compared to ML are given in Table 4 . They have been measured for an uncoded BER of 10 −4 in the case of the ML decoder. For all the configurations given in Table 4 , the numerical application of the corresponding computational complexity is given in Table 5 for a RDN size N = 5.
Even if the proposed solution is two times more complex in the QPSK case, it offers near-ML performance and in particular a SNR gain of 0.3 dB at a BER of 10 . The interesting point concerns higher order modulations: starting from the 16-QAM modulation, the estimated complexity of the proposed solution is ten times less complex than the classical one, for the same performance result. Identically, same conclusions are obtained for a 64-QAM modulation. In such case, the complexity gain will increase importantly to reach a hundred times. Similarly, the numerical application of the 16-QAM extension complexity is given in Table 6 . As an example, in the case of 16-QAM modulations, the computational complexities read 8MKn
for the RDN equivalent LRA-MMSE-(O)SIC, and with M = 4 since a QPSK modulation is considered in this case. As depicted in Table 6 , the computational complexity of the 16-QAM extension with respect to the constant modulus criterion is more important compared to the straightforward but not strictly correct solution. Since no significant gain is provided, we consequently claim it does not offer high advantages. Figure 10 shows the "measured" complexity of all solutions explored in this work versus the constellation size, expressed in terms of the exponent (in base 10) of the computational capacity in MUL, for n R = n T = 8 and K = 2. This figure shows, as explained earlier, that the proposed solution is independent of the constellation size. This is very crucial in the future large MIMO systems exploiting large dimensions. Figure 11 is in line with the previous conclusion. It provides the computation complexity of the different MIMO detection solutions, expressed as a function of the number of antennas. This figure shows that the proposed solution is almost ten times less complex than the classical K-best solutions. Moreover, it presents almost equal complexity for n T ≥ 32 yielding another important characteristic for large MIMO decoding.
Finally, to give some concrete example, Table 6 compares between ODN and RDN cases. It shows that the proposed solution offers an advantage over existing solutions when applied to any OFDM standard supporting MIMO spatial-multiplexing mode, e.g., IEEE 802.16, IEEE 802.11, 3GPP LTE, and 3GPP LTE-A. It may be advantageously considered in the case of a large number of antennas and consequently in the case of the 3GPP LTE-A standard. The main advantages reside in the following points:
▪The equivalent expression of the LRA-MMSE-centered SD, which corresponds to an efficient LRA-MMSE-OSIC Babai point, improves the performance or reduces the complexity of the detector. ▪The proposed (S)QRD formulation with reduced domain neighborhood induces the use of the best known hard detector as a Babai point, for both large number of antennas and high-order modulations. ▪The proposed expression is robust by nature to any search center and constellation order and offers close-to-optimal performance for large K. Likewise, the proposed solution offers a computational complexity that is independent of the constellation order which consequently offers a solution that outperforms classical SD techniques for a reasonable computational complexity in the case of high-order constellations. For instance, the neighborhood study size K has been reduced to K = 2 for a 16-QAM modulation compared to classical SD techniques.
Conclusions
In this paper, the LRA-MMSE-centered SD has been proposed with a K-best neighborhood generation. A detailed and hardware implementation-oriented computational complexity estimation has been provided and combined with performance results. It has been shown that the proposed detection technique outperforms the existing solutions. In particular, the corresponding implementation complexity has been shown to be independent of the constellation size and polynomial in the number of antennas while reaching the ML performance with both real and perfect channel estimation. It implies a ten times lower computational complexity compared to the classical K-best, even for a large MIMO system, with 16-QAM modulation on each layer.
Endnotes
1 It is worth mentioning that, with respect to our previous work in [1] , this paper presents a detailed technical description of the proposed methodology, a detailed complexity analysis, and more results. This particularly includes a step by step implementation of the proposed algorithm in Appendix 4.
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